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Building Basics: Aircraft Fabric

TAPE IS CUT. â€” -/ON 45"ANGLE ... FINISHING TAPE CUT. EL 10 SELVASE EPGE .... Finishing Tapeâ€”A strip of fabric cut normally with a pinked (serrated) ... 
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Nuts & Bolts



Building Basics WHEN PAUL ANKA • sang about "The Fabric of Our Lives," he wasn't referring to the same material pilots think about. For aviators who fly fabric-covered airplanes, the fabric of our lives is most likely made of Dacron-polyester, a synthetic material. In times past it was Grade A cotton or Irish linen, and a few, rare airplanes still have it. Around since aviation's pioneer days, Irish linen is a strong, relatively lightweight, and durable material made from the fiber of the flax plant. While still available, Irish linen meeting British specification 7F1 (and TSO CIS) is



went down, the cost went up. Linen and cotton fabric lose strength when exposed to the weather and the sun's ultraviolet Aircraft Fabric rays, but DacronH.G. FRAUTSCHY polyester fabric doesn't suffer this now considered the most expensive problem to the same degree. In the mid-1950s, Cooper Engineering fabric covering material. Mercerized cotton cloth meeting Company introduced its Ceconite military specification MIL-C-5645 is Dacron-polyester fabric covering syscommonly called "Grade A cotton." tem. Used with a combination of It became the standard covering ma- nitrate and butyrate dopes, the fabterial after World War I and was in ric's easy installation and durability common usage until the 1960s. It's quickly caught the attention of the decline started in the 1950s, when restorer, the homebuilder, and even manufacturers started building more the manufacturer. The current-day metal airplanes. As the demand Superflite covering systems are the
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direct descendant of these Cooper processes. With cotton and linen, the fabric was first installed using sewn seams and dope to hold down certain edges. After installation, the fabric was shrunk using water. Some skill and experience were necessary to know just how loose the fabric should be when first installed, so subsequent shrinking wouldn't distort the structure. Normal butyrate dope shrinks as it dries, and continues to s h r i n k as it ages. Adding plasticizers to the dope controls the shrinkage, giving it a "non-tautening" designation. Non-tautening dopes are used in conjunction with Dacron-polyester fabric because heat tightens the fabric, not water. Dacron fabric often uses the blanket covering method. If you can hold a one-inch minimum overlap perimeter (two inches for overlapping at a wing leading edge) on a structural component, you can glue the fabric in place with a special brush-on adhesive. These "SuperSeam" cements are part of the STC process, which means you must follow the installation methods described in the STC holder's manuals to the letter. Poly-Fiber, the descendant of the Stits covering system, is the other major aircraft fabric supplier. It uses liquid chemical components based on vinyl, not cellulose dopes. No dope is used at all in the Poly-Fiber system. Dacron fabric comes in different weights, and which one is used depends on the aircraft's never-exceed speed and wing loading. Poly-Fiber fabric, for instance, comes in three weights—light, medium, and heavyduty. Light is for aircraft with wing loading of less than 9 psf (pounds per square foot), medium is for "normal service" aircraft with wing loadings greater than 9 psf, and heavy-duty is for aerobatic, agricultural, bush, and former military aircraft. Heat from a calibrated, flat iron



shrinks synthetic fabric. A household iron works fine, but don't use the one you intend to take back into the house to smooth out your fine cotton shirt—the gook that inevitably winds up on the iron will put you in the doghouse for sure! Make points by buying a new iron for the household and using the old one on the airplane. Follow the calibration instructions in the chosen



covering system's manual, and don't deviate from the method stated to shrink the fabric. Finally, never use a heat gun to shrink fabric—you can't accurately control the amount of heat applied to the fabric. Polyester fabric shrinks beautifully when properly heated in a stepped series of applications. An initial shrinking is done at around 250°F (the temperatures given here



Today's LASAR engine control system is your electronic ticket to first-class flight performance: • Easier starting, hot or cold, even with fouled or worn plugs • Smoother engine operation • Reduced fuel consumption at cruise altitudes • Faster climb rates LASAR combines the latest electronic technology and new features from four years of flying experience. Vans Aircraft and Diamond Aircraft fly their Textron-Lycoming engines with LASAR's upgrade, as do hundreds of Cessna, Piper, Mooney, and kit plane owners around the world. It was the first, and still is the only, FAA-PMA approved electronic control system available. Isn't it time you experienced the perks of technologically g advanced performance?



For more information, call a LASAR distributor. Unison (815-965-4700), or visit our Web site at www.unisonindustries.com. For information, use SPORT AVIATION'S Reader Service Card
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Building Basics vary slightly from a couple of the covering STC suppliers) and the final shrink is done at 350°F. Stubborn wrinkles can be worked out using a small "covering iron." Overheating the fabric (above 350°F) softens the fibers. Go hotter and you'll ruin the fabric and have to start over.



Dacron-polyester fabric and its predecessors Grade A cotton and linen have given us a lightweight, durable covering that has given shape to our aeronautical dreams for years. It has served us on the wings of pioneer-era string bags to control surfaces on highspeed World War II planes, and has covered the majority of light aircraft in the postwar era. It continues to be the covering method of choice for many homebuilders and restorers, as well as for most ultralights and light planes. •



For information, use SPORT AVIATION'S Reader Service Card
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Warp—Fabric threads that are woven parallel with the length of the fabric. The woof, or fill, is woven across the cloth. When covering with linen or cotton, knowing warp from woof is important because they shrink more in the length (warp) than they do in the fill. That's why it's important to lay cotton or linen fabric with the selvage edge across the wing, not running lengthwise. Selvage Edge—The edge of the fabric that doesn't unravel. It's made as the fill threads are woven across the fabric and then reverse direction to traverse the cloth during the weaving process. Dacron cloth shrinks evenly in both directions, so the fabric can be installed in any direction. Most experienced builders and restorers still use the selvage edge as a guide when installing synthetic fabrics. TPI (Threads Per Inch)—Used to define the weave of fabric. Grade A cotton and Dacron-polyester synthetic fabric have similar thread counts of between 80 and 94 TPI in both warp and woof. Finishing Tape—A strip of fabric cut normally with a pinked (serrated) edge, and used for reinforcement over leading and trailing edges or airfoils, over rib lacings and seams, and around fittings and inspection openings on all fabric surfaces. Pinked Edge—A saw-toothed pattern cut on the edge of a piece of fabric. The added surface area of the pinked edge versus a straight edge gives the adhesive a better grip. Bias Tape—A finishing tape used to cover the



edges of curved surfaces, such as a rudder or wingtip. Cut on a 45-degree bias across the fabric, it will easily conform and lie down on both sides of the surface as it is pulled and shrunk. For information, use SPORT AVIATION'S Reader Service Card
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Building Basics: Fun With Fabric 

First off, let's look briefly at how it used to be done. Back in the old ... at least one coat of which had aluminum dust added to block UV sunlight ... might last only three or four years! How do you know ... on your aircraft and pull-test it to see
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Aircraft Building: Repairing Ceconite Fabric 

signs of cracking within five years, and while the fabric itself is in good shape, the cracked paint begins to separate from the underlying layers. Fabric-covering ...
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Aircraft Building: Weldingâ€”Building on the Basics 

as MIGâ€”metal inert gasâ€”welding. GMAW is also ... Gas-tungsten arc welding. (GTAW) is .... We can be contacted by telephone, fax machine, or through our ...
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Aircraft Building: Repairing Ceconite Fabric - Size 

To repair. Ceconite fabric using polyurethane systems, refer to the covering man- ual for the ... The Ce- conite manual gives the proper .... Products. ONLINE www.airtechonline.com. Special short roll lengths. Over 20 products to choose from.
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Aircraft Fabric 

terial after World War I and was in common usage until the ... covering system's manual, and don't deviate from the method ... Most experienced builders and restorers still use the selvage edge as a guide when installing synthetic fabrics.
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Building Basics: Aircraft control cables, part1 - Size 

fatigue and break. Smaller diameter wires do not have as much steel to be compressed or stretched during a bend, so the strain on the steel is not as great.
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Building Basics: Aircraft control cables, part1 

are quiet, efficient, and reliable. While the proper rigging of the con- ... Aircraft Control Cables, Part 1. Background and ..... assembly, there are hydraulic bench-.
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Aircraft Building: Weldingâ€”Building on the Basics - Size 

die grinder, disc grinder, C-. " clamps, wire .... your eyes when grinding or cut- ting metal before ... proven over time, and the manual is almost like having an ...
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Building Basics: Electrical System Basics 

an electrical system is relatively complex, this how-to guide tackles the electrical foundation of ... tube and stall detection vane, and then ... feature dual alternators, dual voltage regulators ... George Wilhelmsen holds a commercial certificate 
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Aircraft Building 

by the outside finish. Not only is .... More on this when we discuss final color coats. .... required for production aircraft and test ...... Dust and dirt in final finish. To.
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Aircraft Building 

portant to note that you do not need a pristine laboratory to ... You will want to place a hard ... Place a large clock with a sweep sec- ond hand ... perature is less than about 65 degrees .... both O degrees and 90 degrees. In ... Many people call.
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Aircraft Building 

another advancement for the aircraft industry. ... own airplane designs in kit form. ..... BOX 818, PARK RIDGE, IL 60068 .... W) for enhanced cockpit commu-.
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Aircraft Building 

A typical stand of spruce in Oregon. largely comprised of .... lumber mill in Washington or Oregon they are then cut ..... NORTH POLE EXPRESS. Depicts Santa ...
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Aircraft Building 

referencing the building of the Spruce ... veneers used must be free of most wood defects. The glue used must also ..... has been shown to deteriorate in hot,.
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Aircraft Building 

spruce such as Douglas fir, white pine, and western ... figure applies to white pine and west- ern hemlock. ... or bark on the edge or corner of a piece of wood.
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Aircraft Building 

the wood. With that in mind, care must be taken by the aircraft builder and re- storer to ensure the ..... Superfil epoxy filler used on wood leading edge of wing.
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Aircraft Building 

tery for a minimum of 30 minutes. ... Patented Electronic Fuel Injection/Ignition ... an example, if you wish to calculate R, ... into electrical energy that can power.
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Aircraft Building 

review will be necessary to achieve the goal of ... to build a composite aircraft, either a .... Knives â€” including utility knife ... assembly manual or the designer's.
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Aircraft Building 

Find out why Ellison is the right carburetor for your aircraft. For product literature, write, phone. 425-271-3220, fax 425-277-9333, or visit our web site to email or ...
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Aircraft Building 

In general, we are very privileged to have only a ..... Antique/Classic. Insurance. Program. BENEFITS INCLUDE: â€¢ LOWER LIABILITY & HULL PREMIUMS.
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Aircraft Building 

referencing the building of the Spruce. Goose. ... construction, and how to properly fin- ish wood. AIRCRAFT ..... Call now â€¢ 650/856-7616 â€¢ for a quote on a Black.
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Aircraft Building 

the instructions of the kit manufac- turer. They will .... World class hunting, fishing, skiing & golf are only minutes away! $1,350,000 ..... Stereo 4, 6 or 8 place.
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Aircraft Building 

It is a part of the building process ... simple electrical system with min- ... craft design. .... PLUS Over 1600 Suppliers & Services: engine, props, materials, tools, ...
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Aircraft Building 

do not understand that there are a num- ... a '98 catalog! For information, use SPORT AVIATION's Reader Service Card. SPORT AVIATION ... Most aircraft mechanics will take the necessary ... of Advisory Circular 43.13-1A should be used as a guide for .
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